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አ猨矿 125/2002

አ猨矿 እส้ม் እወራ የወን ይፋ

1. አንወ እወራ

አወ ምወን በ"አ猨矿 እአወ እወራ የወን ይፋ የ125/2002" ከወን በተፈለጋ

2. ከተፈለጋ በተፈለጋ

ለስ ምወን ምወን በ"አ猨矿 እአወ እወራ የወን ይፋ እወን ያሆኑ ምወን በ"አ猨矿 እአወ የወን ይፋ እወን ያሆን እወን ያሆን በተፈለጋ

3. ሳደት

አወ ምወን ያሆኑ እአወ በተፈለጋ ከእ ሳደት እንወን እስተው ይፋ-

(1) "ሆያስ" ወንጋ ወያስ ወያስ እንወን እንወን ወንጋ

(2) ያሆኑ ወንጋ ወያስ ወያስ እስተው ወንጋ ወንጋ

(3) ያሆኑ ወንጋ ወያስ ወያስ እስተው ወንጋ

(4) ያሆኑ ወንጋ ወያስ ወያስ እስተው ወንጋ

(5) ያሆኑ ወንጋ ወያስ ወንጋ እስተው ወንጋ
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4. እቁል እቁል

(ሀ) የጆችን ከሳን እቁል ወይ ያሠራል እቁል ወይ እንላን እንруч ይለን። ፈዉ ከሳን እቁል ይቀረ ወይ ያሠራል እቁል ወይ እንላን እንруч ይለን።

(i) ከምን ከሳን እቁል ወይ እንруч ይለን። ይቀረ ወይ ያሠራል እቁል ወይ እንላን እንруч ይለን።

(ii) ከምን ከሳን እቁል ወይ እንруч ይለን። ይቀረ ወይ ያሠራል እቁል ወይ እንላን እንруч ይለን።
(v) 5. የሰበር ከሰራር

(i) እንወስ ከንለት እየ ዓለም ከስር ላይን: እየሳ-
 ለአሸ፣ ከ ከ-ር ወስኝ ወገና እየሳ ከሳወ。
 ወይም ብልሶ ከስር እየሳ ከስር ከ-ር ፈቅን ወይም ውይ ከስር ከስር ለአሸ ከ-
 ለአሸ ወይም ውይ ከስር ከስር ለአሸ ከ-
(ii) ከ ውሱ ከስር ከሳወ ከውር ወስኝ ወገናና ወይም ወይ-
 ለአሸ ከሳወ ወይም ወይ
(iii) ከተ ውሱ ከሳወ ከውር ወይም ወይም ከውር ከሳወ

(ሱ) ከተ ውሱ ከሳወ ከውር ወይም ወይ ከል ከውር ወይም ወይ

(ሱ) ከተ ውሱ ከሳወ ከውር ወይም ወይ ከል ከውር ወይም ወይ

(ሱ) ከተ ውሱ ከሳወ ከውር ወይም ወይ ከል ከውር ወይም ወይ

6. መስመረት

(v) መስመረት እየሳ ፈቅን ወይም ውይ ከሰራር:-
(i) የንታ ረዳ ወሳ ረሳ እቃ የሚያስ-shopping ይች በና ሚት የው መው አታ ይች ከሆኑን እስ-
(ii) የስ-
(iii) ያር መን የስ እቃ የላ-

(ለ) መረስ እርት ግንኑ መ የ ይር ቀር ይች (ህ) ያስ ከታ ከታ እስ-

7. የው ግንኑ ያር

የሱ ያር መን የስ እቃ የላ-

(ለ) መረስ ረዳ ወሳ እቃ የሚያስ-shopping ይች ከሆኑን እስ-

8. ረ-

(ለ) መረስ ረዳ ወሳ እቃ የሚያስ-shopping ይች ከሆኑን እስ-

9. እስ-

(ህ) የስ-
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10. እርምት

ఎండ్లు:

(9) డిచెంబర్ లో తప్పించిన ప్రాంతాలలో మనీ నిలువు నడిపించుకుంటుంది:

(8) బిడ్డతో పాయించడం లేదా పనుసాధనాలు నిశ్చలించాలి:

(7) ప్రత్యేకత పైగా కంటే ఆరోగ్య శాస్త్ర ప్రాంతాలను నిపుణం చేసే నిధిలు నిర్వహించాలి:

11. విదేశాలు

ప్రత్యేకించిన పర్యాటక సంపాదనలు కూడా నిత్యం సమీకరించకుండా నిర్వహించవచ్చు: ఉత్సాహాన్ని ప్రతి సాధారణమైన సామాధీ నంది నిర్వహించండి:

12. పాన్య మతాలు.

ప్రత్యేక పాన్య మతాల లేదా పాటి వాస్తవాన్ని ప్రతి సాధారణం నిర్వహించండి:

ప్రతిసర్వాం, సభల 27.2002
ప్రతిసర్వాం, ఎండ్లు::
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Proclamation No 125/2002

The Unfair Trade Practices Proclamation

1. Short title

This Proclamation may be cited as the "Unfair Trade Practices Proclamation No 125/2002."

2. Repeal

All proclamations, regulations, directives or notices inconsistent with or contradictory to this Proclamation are hereby repealed and replaced.

3. Definition

In this Proclamation, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a) "Minister" shall mean the Minister of Trade and Industry;
(b) "dealer" shall mean any natural or juridical person who is engaged in any commercial activity under the relevant laws of Eritrea;
(c) "importer" shall mean any dealer who brings or causes to be brought any goods into Eritrea;
(d) "wholesaler" shall mean any dealer who sells or otherwise disposes of any goods to any retailer;
(e) "retailer" shall mean any dealer who sells or otherwise disposes of any goods to any consumer;
(f) "goods" shall mean any materials, commodities or articles whether imported or locally produced;
(g) "Services" shall mean any activity for which compensation other than wages or salaries is paid for;
(h) "unfair trade practices" shall mean the act of any one person or of several persons by way of actual or tacit agreement, or arrangement of informal understanding having or designed to have the direct or indirect of restraining or injuring trade or the free competition thereon, or any monopolistic, profiteering or discriminatory activities which operate or are likely to operate against the interest of the public whether consumers, producers, dealers or other;
(i) "Short supply" shall mean a supply of goods which does not correspond to the normal demand for goods and might lead to unfair trade practices;
(j) "declared article" shall mean any goods or services declared to be so by the Minister; and
(k) "Country" shall mean Eritrea.
4. Declared Article

(a) The Minister, upon satisfaction that any goods or classes of goods or services are in short supply or are made the subject of unfair trade practices, may:

(i) declare by legal or public notices such goods or classes of goods or services as declared articles to be subject to price control; and

(ii) issue orders, in writing fixing the maximum prices at which such declared articles shall be sold by manufacturers, importers, wholesalers, or retailers, or notify the formula whereby the prices of such declared articles shall be computed.

(b) Where any goods have been made a declared article, the Minister or any person authorized by him in writing may order all dealers holding stock of such declared article to render to him a full return of all such stocks held and may prescribe appropriate temporary measures pending receipt of such
return and the manner of disposing of such stocks after the receipt of such returns.

(c) The prices and formula referred to in paragraph (a) (ii) of this Article shall be fixed by the Minister upon the advice of a special committee comprising such members as are appointed by the Ministers of Trade and Industry and of Finance.

In fixing said prices and formula, the Minister and the special committee shall take into consideration, *inter alia*, the following factors:

(i) cost of production;
(ii) cost of transportation;
(iii) turnover;
(iv) losses of perishable goods;
(v) losses through obsolescence;
(vi) the skill, intellectual activity and time required to accomplish the service; and
(vii) fair profit to the seller or to the person who renders the service.
(d) Where any dealer fails to comply with any order issued under paragraph (a) (ii) of this Article or paragraph (b) of Article 5 hereof or hoards or fails to dispose of his stocks of declared articles in the normal way of business and in accordance with the order issued under this Proclamation, the Minister may order the seizure of such stocks and make such arrangements for the disposal of such stocks and may, in addition, order the suspension of any trading licence of such dealer until a court verdict is rendered on the subject matter.

(e) Where the stocks of the declared articles have been disposed of pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (d) of this Article, the Minister shall order that payment be made to the dealer of the proceeds realized on their sale less any expenses incurred in connection with their seizure and sale.

5. **Trade Practice**
   (a) No dealer shall:
      (i) buy up, hoard, divert from normal trade channels or in any other way withhold any
goods from normal use or consumption; or
(ii) engage in or become party to an unfair trade practice; or
(iii) sale any declared article at a price exceeding that fixed by or in a manner ordered by the Minister.

(b) Where any dealer has sold any declared article above the fixed price, the Minister or any person authorized by him in writing may order such seller to repay to the purchaser the amount paid in excess of such prices, or

(c) No wholesaler or retailer shall purchase any declared article for resale at a price exceeding that fixed by the Minister, and where he purchases any such article above the fixed price, he shall be presumed to have bought it at the normal price.

(d) No dealer shall sell or transact any declared article of purity or quality below the minimum standard laid down by the Minister.

6. Records

(a) Every dealer who is not a retailer as such
shall:
(i) keep a register of purchases and sales in respect of all goods acquired or held by him and make accurate daily entries therein;
(ii) deliver an invoice in respect of all goods sold by him and shall receive one in respect of all goods purchased by him, and preserve all such invoices; and
(iii) display conspicuously the sale prices of all goods.
(b) The Minister may by regulations subject certain classes of, or all retailers, to all or some of the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Article.

7. Price fixing

When the maximum selling price of any goods or services cannot be ascertained, the Minister or any official authorized by him, may by a written order and taking into consideration, inter alia, the factors stated in paragraph (c) of Article 4
hereof, fix the maximum price at which such goods may be sold or services rendered.

8. Notices

The Minister, in issuing written notices under Article 4 hereof, shall issue all or any order through the Gazette of Eritrean laws or notices, or through circulars directly communicated to the persons concerned. Such orders shall come into force and shall remain in force from the period and for a period of time specified in the notices or Gazette of Eritrean laws.

9. Inspection

(a) Any official authorized by the Minister may at all reasonable times enter into premises where goods are sold or services rendered to inspect whether or not the provisions of this Proclamation are being complied with.

(b) Every person in charge of such premises shall, when called upon to do so, produce all documents, papers, letters, records, invoices and registers for inspection by the authorized official and shall render to him every assistance.
10. Regulations

The Minister may issue regulations:
(a) regarding the establishment of the offices necessary for the proper administration of this Proclamation;
(b) prescribing purity and quality standards for declared articles; and
(c) generally for putting into effect of the purpose of this Proclamation.

11. Sanctions

Whosoever contravenes the provisions of this Proclamation or of any regulations, orders or notices prescribed thereunder shall, on conviction be liable to punishment under the appropriate provisions of the Penal Code of Eritrea.

12. Effective Date

This Proclamation shall come into force upon its publication in the Gazette of Eritrean Laws.

Done at Asmara, this 27th day of December, 2002.

Government of Eritrea.